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Abstract: Code classification is essential nowadays, as determining the transmission code at the
receiver side is a challenge. A novel algorithm for fixed right shift (FRS) code may be employed in
embedded next-generation optical fiber communication (OFC) systems. The code aims to provide
various quality of services (QoS): audio, video, and data. The Q-factor, bit error rate (BER), and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are studied to be used as predictors for machine learning (ML) and
used in the design of an embedded QoS classifier. The hypothesis test is used to prove the ML
input data robustness. Pearson’s correlation and variance-inflation factor (VIF) are revealed, as
they are typical detectors of a data multicollinearity problem. The hypothesis testing shows that
the statistical properties for the samples of Q-factor, BER, and SNR are similar to the population
dataset, with p-values of 0.98, 0.99, and 0.97, respectively. Pearson’s correlation matrix shows a highly
positive correlation between Q-factor and SNR, with 0.9. The highest VIF value is 4.5, resulting
in the Q-factor. In the end, the ML evaluation shows promising results as the decision tree (DT)
and the random forest (RF) classifiers achieve 94% and 99% accuracy, respectively. Each case’s
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are revealed, showing that the RF outperforms the DT
classification performance.

Keywords: QoS classifier; machine learning; next-generation optical communication; QoS; variance-
inflation factor; hypothesis testing

1. Introduction

Large amounts of data are now freely available. As a result, it is necessary to analyze
these data in order to extract useful information and then create an algorithm based on
that analysis. This can be accomplished via data mining and machine learning (ML). ML
is a subset of artificial intelligence (AI) that creates algorithms based on data trends and
previous data correlations. Bioinformatics, wireless communication networking, and image
deconvolution are just a few of the areas that use machine learning [1]. The ML algorithms
extract information from data. These data are accustomed to learning. This is what ML is
used for [2].

Because 6G is a revolutionary wireless technology that is presently undergoing aca-
demic study, the primary promises of 6G in wireless communications are to spread ML
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benefits in wireless networks and to customers. 6G will also improve technical parameters,
such as throughput, support for new high-demand apps, and radio-frequency-spectrum
usage using ML techniques [3,4]. The ML techniques are used to enhance the QoS.

The rising number of users necessitates a higher bandwidth need for future fixed fifth
generation (F5G) connectivity [5]. Optical code division multiple access (OCDMA) can be
considered a dominant technique for supporting future applications that require simulta-
neous transmission of information with high performance [6–10] among many multiple
access techniques, such as time division multiple access (TDMA) and wavelength division
multiple access (WDMA). Because time-sharing transmission is essential in TDMA systems,
each subcarrier’s capacity is limited. Furthermore, transmitting various services, such as
audio and data would need time management, which will be difficult [7]. Furthermore, due
to the necessity for a high number of wavelengths for users, WDM systems are insufficient
for large cardinality systems [6].

The following are the contributions of this paper:

• The Q-Factor, SNR, and BER are studied as the ML input predictors. The statistical
validation of the ML input samples is performed using hypothesis testing.

• The multicollinearity of the features is detected using Pearson correlation matrix and
the VIF score for each feature.

• The ML approach adopted for the classification of the following four classes {SPD:
Groups A/D, SPD: Groups B/C, DD: Groups A/D, DD: Groups B/C}. The DT and
RF are integrating the model as ML classifiers. The evaluation of both classifiers is
performed using confusion matrices and ROC curves.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is concerned with the model used as the
normalization, multicollinearity detection, and ML classifiers are introduced. Section 3
shows the results of each process where the evaluation of the hypothesis testing, Pearson
correlation, and VIF are revealed. ML results are evaluated using correlation matrices and
ROC curves. In the end, Section 4 presents the conclusion and future work.

2. Dataset Validation and Preprocessing

The coupling of a laser beam in an optical fiber causes losses due mainly to its noncircu-
larity and to the Fresnel reflections created at the injection face of the fiber. These reflections,
moreover, disturb the proper functioning of the laser. The impact of these reflections on the
stability of the optical source is easily avoided in a free-space assembly by using inclined
optical surfaces, which deflect the beam but do not reduce losses. The constant reduction
of the space requirement in the interrogators leads to using fiber components. In this case,
it is possible to reduce the Fresnel reflections significantly by applying an antireflection
coating to the injection face of the fiber.

The intrinsic propagation losses in AR fibers are due to diffusion at the interfaces,
leaks, and absorption of the material. However, the losses due to scattering are considered
negligible for this type of fiber, given the small amount of surface area seen by the light
propagating, compared with photonic band-gap fibers.

This section shows the dataset validation. The total dataset features are extracted
from Optisystem version 19. The features are Q-factor, SNR, and BER. The data response
has four different groups carrying two different quality of services (video and audio) at
different data rates—1.25 Gbps and 2.5 Gbps. These groups are assigned with variable
weight fixed right shift (VWFRS) code that applies to a spectral amplitude coding optical
code division multiple access (SCA-OCDMA) system using two detections schemes: direct
detection (DD) and single photodiode (SPD). These are groups are:

(1) Group A/D for video service at 1.25 Gbps and odd weight FRS code with SPD scheme.
(2) Group B/C for audio service at 1.25 Gbps and even weight FRS code with SPD scheme.
(3) Group A/D for video service at 2.5 Gbps and odd weight FRS code with DD scheme.
(4) Group B/C for audio service at 2.5 Gbps and even weight FRS code with DD scheme.
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The total number of unique groups is four, where the groups are {SPD: A/D, SPD:
B/C, DD: A/D, DD: B/C}. The number of data points is equiprobable for all such classes.
The sample data taken are validated through hypothesis testing. The rest of the workflow
procedures are data normalization, data visualization, and multicollinearity detection.

2.1. Hypothesis Testing

To determine if the outcome of a dataset is statistically significant, statistical hypothesis
testing is carried out. The probability that the difference in conversion rates between a
particular variation and the baseline is not the result of random chance is known as
statistical significance. This is shown by the p-value, which is the degree of marginal
significance in a statistical hypothesis test and represents the likelihood that a particular
event will occur. To assess if there is a significant difference between the means of the
two groups, which may be connected in certain attributes, the t-test is a common sort of
inferential statistic [11]. The two groups in this case are the population and the sample for
Q-factor, SNR and BER. The null hypothesis (H0) is that the average of the sample set is the
same as the population set. On the other hand, the alternative hypothesis (HA) is that both
averages can be differentiated. The hypothesis can be denoted as:

H0 : Mean(F[i]Sample) = Mean(F[i]Population) (1)

HA : Mean(F[i]Sample) 6= Mean(F[i]Population) (2)

where F represents the features and i = 1, 2, 3 which represents the Q-factor, SNR and BER.
The t-test reveals p-value of 0.97, 0.98 and 0.98 for Q-factor, SNR and BER, respectively.

A p-value greater than 0.05 provides strong support for the null hypothesis, but is
not statistically significant. As a result, there is no statistical significance, and the null
hypothesis cannot be rejected. The population’s distribution matches that of the sample.
As a result, the test demonstrates the predictor dataset’s reliability.

2.2. Z-Score Normalization

Due of the high variance and outliers in the data, ML models may perform poorly and
be complicated [12]. Hence, every data point Dj

i should be subjected to data normalization
and can be denoted as [12]:

Dj
i =

Dj
i − Dj

σDj
(3)

where Dj and σDj are the average and standard deviation of each feature j.

2.3. Multicollinearity Detection

The multicollinearity shows the dependence of multiple features on the output. The
preliminary detection of the features that formulate the multicollinearity problem may
avoid the use of unwanted features. The Pearson correlation matrix and the VIF factor are
adopted to detect the multicollinearity of the input features impacting the output.

The Pearson correlation matrix shows correlations between features. Covariance can
be used to describe the correlation coefficients mathematically [13]:

ρxy =
E(XY)− E(X)E(Y)

σXσY
(4)

This formula has a few variables, each of whose definitions are as follows: E(XY) is
defined as the mean value of the sum after multiplying between the corresponding elements
in two sets of data; E(X) denotes the average value of the sample X; E(Y) is the mean value
of the sample Y; σX denotes the standard deviation of the sample X; σY is defined as the
standard deviation of the sample Y; ρxy is the correlation coefficient between X and Y, that
is Pearson correlation coefficient. Generally ρxy defined as follow: 0.8 ≤ ρxy ≤ 1.0, means
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extremely strong correlation; 0.6 ≤ ρxy ≤ 0.8, means strong correlation; 0.4 ≤ ρxy ≤ 0.6,
means moderate correlation; 0.2 ≤ ρxy ≤ 0.4, means weak correlation; 0.0 ≤ ρxy ≤ 0.2,
means extremely weak correlation.

The resultant correlation matrix of the normalized features Q-factor, SNR and BER is
represented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Correlation matrix of the predictor features.

The brighter the cell represents the highly positive correlation. The diagonal represents
the auto correlation coefficient (between the feature and itself). The correlation matrix
shows that a highly strong positive correlation exists between the SNR and the Q-factor
(denoted as Q) with a value of ρxy = 0.94. A moderate correlation exists between the BER
and Q-factor. A negative weak correlation exists between the SNR and BER.

Moreover, the multicollinearity can be validated through VIF using the method of [14]

VIF =
1

1− R2
j

(5)

where R2
j is the multiple R2 for the regression of a feature on the other covariates. The

higher the VIF, the lower the entropy of the information. The value of VIF should not pass
10. If the value of VIF is more than 10, then multicollinearity surely exists. The resultant
VIF for each feature is represented in Table 1.

Table 1. VIF of each feature.

Variable VIF

Q-factor 4.49
SNR 3.88
BER 1.34

The Q-factor has the highest VIF with 4.49. The SNR and BER achieve 3.88 and
1.34, respectively.

2.4. Data Visualization

After testing the hypothesis and normalizing each feature using z-score normalization,
the data are visualized through count-plot where each detection technique SPD and DD
are compared within the groups A/D and B/C.

These features corresponding to each group are shown in Figure 2.
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3. ML Procedures

The ML problem formulation is to classify between different data rates at different
detection techniques (DD and SPD) to achieve a certain key performance indicator (KPI)
need. The KPIs’ needs are the following spectrum. We use C-band and can use it in next-
generation passive optical networks (PONs), data rates (1.25 Gbps for audio and 2.5 Gbps
for video). The Q, SNR and BER are used as ML predictors. The DT and RF are both used
as classifiers. The classification process is formulated in order to determine four different
classes with different data rates {DD: Groups A/D, DD: Groups B/C, SPD: Groups A/D,
SPD: Groups B/C}. Hence, the classifiers are used as supervised learning where the training
data has an output included while training the model. The total dataset rows and columns
are 1800 and 4, respectively. The four columns are the Q, SNR and BER while the fourth
column is the label outcome. The number of training data points is 1200 (300 data points
for each class of the four classes). Then, the number of test data points is 600 (150 data
points for each of the four classes).

The input features of the test data Q, SNR and BER are used to test the model. Then the
model-predicted labels are evaluated using the output of the test data as the true label. The
evaluation is done using confusion matrices and ROC curves. First, the confusion matrix
shows the relation between the actual values and predicted values. Hence, the accuracy
of the model can be easily extracted from it as the accuracy is the ratio between the right
predictions over the whole test set. Moreover, the ROC curves are revealed as they display
the relation between the true-positive rate and the false-positive rate.

The ideal case of ROC curve occurs when the area under the curve gets to its maximum
of 1. The ROC curves are binary. This means that it can be used in binary classification. As
such, each unique case is shown versus the other 3 cases, e.g., DD: Groups B/C versus DD:
Groups A/D, SPD: Groups B/C and SPD: Groups A/D, so that the problem formulation
turns into binary classification in order to reveal each ROC curve.

3.1. Decision Tree

A typical type of supervised learning algorithm is the decision tree (DT). It formulates
the classification model by creating a DT. Each node in the tree denotes a test on an
attribute, and each branch descending from that node, represents one of the attribute
potential values [15]. In a DT, there are two nodes, which are the decision node and leaf
node. Each leaf node represents the result, while the internal nodes indicate the dataset’s
features and branches its decision-making processes, as shown in Figure 3.
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A major advantage of the DT is solving the nonlinear classification problems. It is
capable of formulating nonlinear decision boundaries, unlike the linear decision boundaries,
so the DT solves more complex problems [16].

3.2. Random Forest

An ensemble learning technique for classification, regression, and other problems is
the random forest (RF), often referred to as random choice forest, which works by creating
a huge number of decision trees during training. The class that the majority of trees select
is the output of the random forest for classification problems. The issue of DTs that overfit
their training set is addressed by RF. So, RF typically performs better than DT [17].

Deeply developed trees, in particular, have a tendency to acquire highly irregular
patterns: they overfit their training sets, resulting in low bias but large variation [18].
Random forests are a method of minimizing variation by averaging numerous deep decision
trees trained on various regions of the same training set. This comes at the cost of a modest
increase in bias and some loss of interpretability, but it significantly improves the final
model’s performance.

The training algorithm for RF, adopts the technique of bagging. Assume a training
set X = x1, . . . , xn with outcome Y = y1, . . . , yn bagging repetitively (N times) chooses a
random sample with the replacement of the training set and fits trees [19]:

For b = 1, . . . , N:

• Bootstrapping samples with n training examples from X, Y; call these Xb, Yb.
• Training a model tree fb on Xb, Yb.

After training, predictions for unknown samples x′ is done by having the average
predictions from all the individual trees on x′:

f̂ =
1
B ∑N

b=1 fb
(
x′
)
. (6)

4. ML Evaluation

In this section, the results of the hypothesis testing, Pearson correlation, VIF and the
ML models are revealed. The confusion matrices of both classifiers are revealed. The ROC
curves are displayed and discussed for all cases.

The four classes are compared in terms of the predicted outcome and the actual ones.
The actual label value is represented as the true label. Figure 4 shows the confusion matrices
for both DT and RF.
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As the color of each cell on the matrix diagonal gets brighter, this indicates that a perfect
classification performance gets achieved. Figure 4a shows that the DT has misclassified
an overall 33 labels while the RF has only 6 misclassifications. Hence, the accuracy of
the DT is 94% while the accuracy of the RF is 99%, so the preliminary results show that
the RF outperforms the DT. To make sure this is correct, the ROC curves are revealed in
Figure 5. Both classifiers are compared side by side during performing the same binary
classification problem.
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A/D; (e) DT: DD (B/C) vs. others; (f) RF: DD (B/C) vs. others; (g) DT: SPD (B/C) vs. others; (h) RF:
SPD (B/C) vs. others; (i) DT: SPD (A/D) vs. others; (j) RF: SPD (A/D) vs. others; (k) DT: DD (A/D)
vs. others; (l) RF: DD (A/D) vs. others.

The first case in Figure 5a,b is the classification between SPD (both groups) and DD
(both groups) where the DT and RF have shown an ideal classification as the area under
the curve is nearly maximized. The second case is the classification between all Groups
A/D and all Groups B/C where the RF ROC is clearly accurate than DT Figure 5c,d.

Figure 5e,f are showing that both classifiers achieved ideal ROCs in classifying a
specific output that represents the DD of Groups B/C.
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Figure 5g–j shows the classification of SPD (Groups B/C) and the classification of
SPD (Groups A/D), respectively, where the RF has properly classified these cases and has
shown promising near-ideal results. The final case of Figure 5k,l shows ideal results for
both classifiers RF and DT, so for each particular binary classification of ROC curves, the
RF outperforms the DT. Figure 6 shows the decision tree threshold bounding.
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Figure 6. Decision tree chart.

The leaf nodes and decision nodes are revealed after training and validating the model
where the maximum depth of the tree is 10. The Gini impurity measure is a method utilized
in DT algorithms to decide the optimal split from a root node. For example, in the very first
few steps of the DT process, the root node has a Gini index of 0.75 for SNR less than or
equal −0.155 for DD (Groups A/B). Then the root node is split into 2 decision nodes: one
for BER less than or equal −0.408 and the other for SNR less than or equaling −0.135. The
first decision node is split into one leaf node in which the label is decided as SPD (Groups
A/D) and the others.

The procedures complete as mentioned in the very first steps where the leaf and
decision nodes are completed and formed based on the threshold of the predictor and the
Gini index.
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5. Conclusions

The classification of different groups of QoS is done using machine learning (ML).
The input predictors were studied to determine the data robustness. In terms of BER,
SNR, and maximum number of users, the suggested system’s performance is analyzed
analytically. Hypothesis testing is used to prove the ML input data robustness. The test
showed 0.98, 0.97, and 0.98 for Q-factor, SNR, and BER, respectively. The multicollinearity
of the data is studied using Pearson correlation and VIF as they are revealed for the dataset.
The Q-factor has 4.8 VIF while the values for SNR and BER are 3.88 and 1.44. These
results prove that each component is important for ML classification, as there is no existing
multicollinearity between any components. Then, ML is used to classify whether the code
weights are even or odd for both cases SPD and DD (QoS cases for video and audio). Hence,
the ML is formulating a classification problem to classify four classes. ML evaluation
shows promising results, as the DT and the RF classifiers achieved 94% and 99% accuracy,
respectively. The ROC curves and AUC scores of each case are revealed, showing that the
RF outperforms the DT classification performance. The study of other features, such as
polarization and eye opening that significantly affects ML, is still under research.
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